
Pai� Assoiation for Computational LinguistisN-GRAM-BASED AUTHOR PROFILES FOR AUTHORSHIPATTRIBUTIONVlado Ke�seljy Fuhun Pengz Nik Ceroney Calvin ThomasyyFaulty of Computing Siene, Dalhousie University, Canadafvlado, nik, thomasg�s.dal.azShool of Computer Siene, University of Waterloo, Canadaf3peng�s.uwaterloo.aWe present a novel method for omputer-assisted authorship attribution based on harater-level n-gram author pro�les, whih is motivated by an almost-forgotten, pioneeringmethod in 1976.The existing approahes to automated authorship attribution impliitly build author pro�les asvetors of feature weights, as language models, or similar. Our approah is based on byte-leveln-grams, it is language independent, and the generated author pro�les are limited in size. Thee�etivenessof the approahand language independeneare demonstrated in experimentsperformedon English, Greek, and Chinese data. The auray of the results is at the level of the urrent stateof the art approahes or higher in some ases.Key words: Authorship attribution, harater n-grams, text ategorization1. INTRODUCTIONAutomated authorship attribution is the problem of identifying the author of an anony-mous text, or text whose authorship is in doubt [Love2002℄. A famous example is the Feder-alist Papers, of whih twelve are laimed to have been written both by Alexander Hamiltonand James Madison [Holmes and Forsyth1995℄. Reently, vast repositories of eletroni texthave beome available on the Internet, making the problem of managing large text olle-tions inreasingly important. Plagiarism detetion is another appliation area for automatedauthorship attribution. Automated text ategorization is a useful way to organize a largedoument olletion by imposing a desired ategorization sheme. For example, ategorizingdouments by their author is an important ase that has beome inreasingly useful, but alsoinreasingly diÆult in the age of web-douments that an be easily opied, translated andedited. Author attribution is beoming an important appliation in web information man-agement, and is beginning to play a role in areas suh as information retrieval, informationextration and question answering.There are di�erent subtasks of text lassi�ation and they an be divided into topi-based and non-topi-based lassi�ation. The traditional text lassi�ation is topi-basedand a typial example is news lassi�ation. Reently, there has been an inreasing ativityin the area of non-topi lassi�ation as well, e.g., in sub-tasks suh as1. genre lassi�ation [Finn and Kushmerik2003℄, [E. Stamatatos and Kokkinakis2000℄,2. sentiment lassi�ation,3. spam identi�ation,4. language and enoding identi�ation, and5. authorship attribution and plagiarism detetion [Khmelev and Teahan2003℄.Many algorithms have been invented for assessing the authorship of a given text. Thesealgorithms rely on the fat that authors use linguisti devies at every level|semanti, syn-tati, lexiographi, orthographi and morphologial [Ephratt1997℄|to produe their text.1This work is supported by NSERC. 2003 Pai� Assoiation for Computational Linguistis



256 PACLING'03, Halifax, CanadaTypially, suh devies are applied unonsiously by the author, and thus provide a useful ba-sis for unambiguously determining authorship. The most ommon approah to determiningauthorship is to use stylisti analysis that proeeds in two steps: �rst, spei� style markersare extrated, and seond, a lassi�ation proedure is applied to the resulting desription.These methods are usually based on alulating lexial measures that represent the rihnessof the author's voabulary and the frequeny of ommon word use [Stamatatos et al.2001℄.Style marker extration is usually aomplished by some form of non-trivial NLP analysis,suh as tagging, parsing and morphologial analysis. A lassi�er is then onstruted, usuallyby �rst performing a non-trivial feature seletion step that employs mutual information orChi-square testing to determine relevant features.However, there are several disadvantages of this standard approah. First, tehniquesused for style marker extration are almost always language dependent, and in fat di�erdramatially from language to language. For example, an English parser usually annot beapplied to German or Chinese. Seond, feature seletion is not a trivial proess, and usu-ally involves setting thresholds to eliminate uninformative features [Sott and Matwin1999℄.These deisions an be extremely subtle, beause although rare features ontribute less sig-nal than ommon features, they an still have an important umulative e�et [Aizawa2001℄.Third, urrent authorship attribution systems invariably perform their analysis at the wordlevel. However, although word level analysis seems to be intuitive, it ignores the fat thatmorphologial features an also play an important role, and moreover that many Asian lan-guages suh as Chinese and Japanese do not have word boundaries expliitly identi�ed intext. In fat, word segmentation itself is a diÆult problem in Asian languages, whih reatesan extra level of diÆulty in oping with the errors this proess introdues. Additionally,the number of authors is small in all reported experiments, so the size of author-spei�information is not an issue. If the number of authors, or lasses in general, is large, we haveto set a limit on the author-spei� information, i.e., on the author pro�le.In this paper, we propose a simple method that avoids eah of these problems. Ourapproah is based on building a byte-level n-gram author pro�le of an author's writing.Hene, we do not use any language-dependent information, not even the information aboutspae harater used for word separation, the new line harater, information about upperaseand lowerase letters, and similar. The pro�le is essentially a relatively small set of frequentn-grams. Two important operations are:1. hoosing the optimal set of n-grams to be inluded in the pro�le, and2. alulating the similarity between two pro�les.The approah does not depend on a spei� language, and it does not require segmentationfor languages suh as Chinese or Thai. There is no any text preproessing or higher levelproessing, so we avoid the neessity for use of taggers, parsers, feature seletion, or otherlanguage-dependent and non-trivial NLP tools. The small pro�le size is not important onlyfor eÆieny reasons, but it is also a natural mehanism for over-�tting ontrol.2. RELATED WORKIn [Ephratt1997℄, a traditional approah, based on linguisti lues, to authorship attribu-tion is presented. A similar approah is reently reported in [E. Stamatatos and Kokkinakis1999℄and [E. Stamatatos and Kokkinakis2000℄. This work is inspired by these two papers, and ourexperiments were performed on the Greek data sets used in those papers.The use of n-gram probability distribution and n-gram models in NLP is a relatively



N-gram-based Author Profiles for Authorship Attribution 257simple idea, but it has been found to be e�etive in many appliations. For example, har-ater level n-gram language models an be easily applied to any language, and even non-language sequenes suh as DNA and musi. Charater level n-gram models are widely usedin text ompression|e.g., the PPMmodel [T. Bell and Witten1990℄|and have reently beenfound to be e�etive in text mining problems as well [I. Witten and Teahan1999℄. Text at-egorization with n-gram models has also been attempted by [Cavnar and Trenkle1994℄. Inthe domain of language independent text ategorization, [C. Apt�e and Weiss1994℄ have usedword-based language modeling tehniques for both English and German. However, theirtehniques do not apply to Asian languages where word segmentation remains a signi�antproblem.Our approah is based on the harater n-gram distribution. In [Fuhun et al.2003℄, ithas been shown that the state of the art performane in authorship attribution an ahievedby building n-gram language models of the text produed by an author, and these modelsserve the role of author pro�les. The standard perplexity measure is used as the similaritymeasure between two pro�les. In this paper, we apply an alternative approah, using adi�erent method, and building author pro�les of a small size.To motivate the spei� similarity funtion that was used in this paper, let us revive someearly published work on the problem. In [Bennett1976℄, some pioneer methods for authorshipattribution were disussed. In a hapter about the use of omputers for language proessing, arange of problems from some early ideas about language modeling to ryptography, languageevolution and authorship attribution, are disussed and takled using harater-level n-grams.Spei�ally, for authorship attribution (i.e., author identi�ation|as alled in the book), thebigram letter statisti was used. Two texts are ompared for the same authorship, using thesimilarity formula (i.e., dissimilarity, more preisely):XI;J [M (I; J)�E(I; J)℄ � [N (I; J)� E(I; J)℄; (1)where I and J are indies over range f1; 2; : : :; 26g, i.e. all letters, M (I; J) and N (I; J)are normalized harater bigram frequenies for one and the other author, and E(I; J) isthe same normalized frequeny for \standard English." As the bigram frequenies of \stan-dard English" are obviously language-dependent parameters, another dissimilarity measureis given: XI;J [M (I; J)�N (I; J)℄2 (2)The results of an experiment using \statistially signi�ant samples of works"2 by the authorsHemingway, Poe, Baldwin, Joye, Shakespeare, Cummings, Washington, and Linoln, arereported, and, in summary, they demonstrate 100% auray of the method.3. ALGORITHMIn our approah, we attempted to revive the algorithm proposed in [Bennett1976℄, andevaluate how well it performs on the newer data and adapted to newer mahines. Hene weuse the equation (2). The �rst equation (1) requires a model of \standard English," whih isavoided as a language-dependent parameter. The equation (2) is based on the bigram letterfrequenies. If we use 26 letters, then the number of parameters needed for this approah is2We put this in quotes sine we are not really sure what preisely the author of [Bennett1976℄ meant bythis phrase.



258 PACLING'03, Halifax, CanadaAlgorithm 1 Pro�le Dissimilarity(pro�le1, pro�le2)1: sum 02: for all n-grams x ontained in pro�le1 or pro�le2 do3: let f1 and f2 be frequenies of x in pro�le1and pro�le2 (zero if they are not inluded)4: add square of the normalized di�ereneof f1 and f2 to sum:sum sum+ (2 � (f1 � f2)=(f1 + f2))25: Return � sum262 = 676, whih is onsidered a small pro�le for our purpose. In order to keep the pro�lesmall when larger n-grams are used, we de�ne an author pro�le to be a set of L the mostfrequent n-grams with their normalized frequenies. So, an author pro�le is simply a set ofL pairs f(x1; f1); (x2; f2); : : : (xL; fL)g, of the most frequent n-grams and their normalizedfrequenies, generated from training data.The formula (2) gives equal weight to frequeny di�erenes of all n-grams inluded in apro�le. This may be justi�ed for bigrams that were used in [Bennett1976℄, beause all of themwere reasonably frequent and the sparse data problem is not an issue. However, with largern-grams the frequeny varies more and more, so if we used this absolute di�erene measurethe more frequent n-grams would be emphasized more beause the absolute di�erenes intheir frequenies are larger. In order to \normalize" these di�erenes, we divide them by theaverage frequeny for a given n-gram. Thus for example, the di�erene of 0.1 for an n-gramwith frequenies 0.9 and 0.8 in two pro�les will be less weighted than the same di�erene foran n-gram with frequenies 0.2 and 0.1. We obtain the following formula:Xn2pro�le f1(n) � f2(n)f1(n)+f2(n)2 !2 = Xn2pro�le�2 � (f1(n) � f2(n))f1(n) + f2(n) �2 (3)where f1(n) and f2(n) are frequenies of an n-gram n in the author and the doument pro�le.Algorithm 1 gives the algorithm for alulating the dissimilarity between two pro�les.Given two pro�les the algorithmreturns a positive number, whih is a measure of dissimilarity.For idential texts, and more generally, for texts that have idential L most frequent n-grams,the dissimilarity is 0. Using this measure and a set of author pro�les, we an easily assigna text to an author by generating a text pro�le and assigning the text to the ategory withwhih the alulated dissimilarity is minimal.An interesting question is whether we an interpret the dissimilarity sore in an absoluteway, i.e., whether there is a dissimilarity threshold whih separates pro�les of the same authorfrom other authors, independently of any spei� set of author pro�les. As we will see, wedid �nd suh a threshold in one data set.4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSIn this setion, we present experimental results. No preproessing is done on texts, andwe use simple byte n-grams, treating texts simply as byte sequenes. The Perl pakageText::Ngrams [Ke�selj2003℄ is used to produe n-gram tables.



N-gram-based Author Profiles for Authorship Attribution 2594.1. English data setIn the �rst pilot experiment, we have used the data given in Table 1. Two books areAuthor Name Text sizeword haraterA0 Emily Bronte 13394 / 116051A1 Edgar Rie Burroughs 18575 / 142706A2 Lewis Carroll 7806 / 56462A3 John Cleland 8009 / 84759A4 Charles Dikens 19890 /164279A5 H. Ryder Haggard 13191 / 79675A6 Washington Irving 1176 / 11811A7 William Shakespeare 1838 / 7643Table 1. Authors appearing in the English data setinluded for three authors (Caroll, Burroughs, and Dikens), and one book for the other three.A pro�le is generated from eah book and its similarity with all other books is measured.Sine there are three authors with more than one book (two books), the auray is measuredon attribution of those six books when ompared to other eight books, whih an be desribedas a 2-fold ross-evaluation method. In a pilot experiment with n-gram sizes up to 15, weobtained results shown in Table 2. Proessing n-grams of larger size that 10 is slow and giventhe results shown in Table 2, we deided not to perform further experiments on n-grams sizeslarger than 10. 2 3 4 5 7 10 150.67 0.83 1 0.83 1 1 0.83Table 2. Pilot experiment on EnglishFor n-gram sizes 7 and 10 with pro�le size 1000, there exist an absolute threshold, 0.1950and 0.2880 respetively, that separates dissimilarity of same-author texts from texts writtenby di�erent authors, whih answers our previous question whether suh threshold exist.The results of a more extensive set of experiments are shown in Table 3. The highestauray of 100% is reahed for several n-gram and pro�le sizes.The method is very suessful on this data set. It is interesting to see that the maximalpreision of 100% is ahieved with 1-grams (simple byte frequenies), and pro�le size 20. Weassume that this is aidental due to a relatively small set of texts. We an be more on�dentabout a luster of 100% auraies of pro�les with n-gram size 4{8 and pro�le size 500{3000.In further experiments, we ompare this method with some other results. The same datasets are used and the same experimental `train-and-test' proedure: The data is divided intoa training set and a testing set.



260 PACLING'03, Halifax, CanadaPro�le N-gram sizesize 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1020 1 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.5 0.83 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.6750 0.67 0.67 0.83 0.67 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.67 0.67 0.67100 0.5 0.67 1 1 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.67 0.83200 0.5 0.83 0.83 0.83 1 0.83 0.83 1 0.83 0.83500 0.5 0.83 0.83 1 0.83 1 1 0.83 0.83 0.831000 0.5 0.67 0.83 0.83 0.83 1 1 0.83 0.83 0.831500 0.5 0.33 0.83 1 1 1 1 1 0.83 0.832000 0.5 0.33 0.83 1 1 1 1 1 0.83 0.833000 0.5 0.33 0.83 0.83 1 1 1 1 0.83 0.834000 0.5 0.33 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.835000 0.5 0.33 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83Table 3. Auray for English4.2. Greek data setsWe have experimented with two Greek data sets, A and B, used in the studies of[E. Stamatatos and Kokkinakis1999℄ and [E. Stamatatos and Kokkinakis2000℄. Both setswere originally downloaded from the web site of the Modern Greek Weekly Newspaper TOBHMA. Eah of the two data sets onsists of 200 singly-authored douments written by 10di�erent authors, with 20 di�erent douments written by eah author. In our experimentswe used 10 of eah authors' douments as training data and 10 as test instanes. The spei�authors that appear are shown in Table 4. The main di�erene between the two sets is thatthe douments in group A are written by journalists on a variety of topis, inluding newsreports, editorials, et., whereas the douments in group B are written by sholars on topisin siene, history, ulture, et. The result is that the douments in group A are more het-erogeneous in their style, whereas the douments in group B are more homogeneous owingto the more rigid stritures of aademi writing [E. Stamatatos and Kokkinakis2000℄.The auray for the set GreekA is given in Table 5. The best reported auray in[E. Stamatatos and Kokkinakis2000℄ is 72% for this data set, and in the best reported a-uray in [Fuhun et al.2003℄ is 73%. We an see that this method ompares favorably forertain on�guration of parameters, ahieving the best auray of 85%. Atually, it ahievesan auray better than previously reported for all pro�le sizes � 1000 and n-gram size � 3.The results for the data set Greek B are given in Table 6. For this data set, the bestpreviously reported auraies were 70% in [E. Stamatatos and Kokkinakis2000℄, and 0.89in [Fuhun et al.2003℄. Again, this method gives a better best auray of 97%. There is alarge luster of parameter values for whih the auray is better than previously reported.The data set Greek Bp (B plus) ontains the same testing douments as Greek B. Thedi�erene is only in a larger training set (it is doubled). The results for the data set Greek Bpare given in Table 7. For this data set, the best previously reported auraies were 87% in[E. Stamatatos and Kokkinakis2000℄, and 0.92 in [Fuhun et al.2003℄. This method gives abetter best auray of 97%.



N-gram-based Author Profiles for Authorship Attribution 261Data Author Name Train sizeset (haraters)A A0 G. Bitros 47868A1 K. Chalbatzakis 71889A2 G. Lakopoulos 77549A3 T. Lianos 45766A4 N. Marakis 59785A5 D. Mitropoulos 70210A6 D. Nikolakopoulos 75316A7 N. Nikolaou 51025A8 D. Psyhogios 35886A9 R. Someritis 50816B B0 S. Alaxiotis 77295B1 G. Babiniotis 75965B2 G. Dertilis 66810B3 C. Kiosse 102204B4 A. Liakos 89519B5 D. Maronitis 36665B6 M. Ploritis 72469B7 T. Tasios 80267B8 K. Tsoukalas 104065B9 G. Vokos 64479Table 4. Authors in two Greek data sets, A and B.Pro�le N-gram sizesize 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1020 0.37 0.41 0.46 0.33 0.32 0.37 0.32 0.25 0.32 0.3950 0.36 0.4 0.46 0.43 0.43 0.4 0.44 0.49 0.45 0.4100 0.42 0.5 0.51 0.56 0.47 0.51 0.5 0.53 0.46 0.47200 0.41 0.59 0.72 0.62 0.58 0.53 0.59 0.56 0.58 0.55500 0.41 0.72 0.72 0.66 0.71 0.71 0.69 0.69 0.64 0.621000 0.41 0.74 0.8 0.8 0.76 0.75 0.78 0.73 0.77 0.621500 0.41 0.68 0.82 0.77 0.78 0.77 0.74 0.78 0.78 0.672000 0.41 0.61 0.81 0.78 0.8 0.77 0.75 0.76 0.81 0.743000 0.41 0.61 0.83 0.81 0.78 0.77 0.81 0.81 0.79 0.774000 0.41 0.61 0.85 0.78 0.75 0.77 0.81 0.78 0.8 0.785000 0.41 0.61 0.82 0.79 0.75 0.8 0.78 0.8 0.8 0.79Table 5. Auray for Greek (set A)4.3. Chinese data setWe used the same Chinese data set as in [Fuhun et al.2003℄. Due to a large numberof Chinese haraters, the number of di�erent n-grams generated from the Chinese texts



262 PACLING'03, Halifax, CanadaPro�le N-gram sizesize 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1020 0.41 0.49 0.45 0.49 0.43 0.44 0.4 0.38 0.35 0.3550 0.58 0.54 0.55 0.53 0.65 0.56 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.48100 0.61 0.67 0.72 0.71 0.67 0.65 0.63 0.62 0.63 0.58200 0.6 0.74 0.81 0.81 0.74 0.78 0.71 0.68 0.75 0.7500 0.6 0.86 0.87 0.79 0.81 0.83 0.79 0.8 0.81 0.821000 0.6 0.81 0.84 0.85 0.83 0.87 0.84 0.87 0.82 0.841500 0.6 0.68 0.92 0.91 0.86 0.91 0.89 0.86 0.83 0.852000 0.6 0.65 0.94 0.91 0.9 0.93 0.89 0.88 0.88 0.883000 0.6 0.65 0.93 0.93 0.95 0.88 0.89 0.9 0.88 0.864000 0.6 0.65 0.93 0.94 0.93 0.9 0.87 0.89 0.88 0.835000 0.6 0.65 0.92 0.97 0.93 0.92 0.87 0.88 0.85 0.82Table 6. Auray for Greek (set B)Pro�le N-gram sizesize 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1020 0.49 0.44 0.53 0.53 0.47 0.44 0.47 0.48 0.46 0.4350 0.65 0.56 0.58 0.63 0.67 0.58 0.53 0.56 0.58 0.5100 0.61 0.67 0.73 0.67 0.68 0.73 0.71 0.61 0.59 0.57200 0.57 0.76 0.78 0.8 0.8 0.81 0.75 0.72 0.76 0.74500 0.57 0.91 0.87 0.87 0.9 0.85 0.85 0.86 0.82 0.811000 0.57 0.85 0.93 0.9 0.87 0.89 0.88 0.85 0.87 0.831500 0.57 0.71 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.88 0.86 0.85 0.852000 0.57 0.66 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.93 0.89 0.87 0.87 0.843000 0.57 0.66 0.96 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.9 0.88 0.87 0.844000 0.57 0.66 0.97 0.95 0.94 0.91 0.91 0.88 0.88 0.845000 0.57 0.66 0.97 0.95 0.94 0.92 0.88 0.86 0.85 0.84Table 7. Auray for Greek (set Bp)was prohibitively large, even for small n. For this reason, we limited the total number ofn-grams being ounted to 200000. Otherwise, the same method is applied. The results arereported in Table 8. The best ahieved auray is 0.89, whih is worse than 0.94 reportedin [Fuhun et al.2003℄. The ause for a worse performane in this ase may be that therestrition in n-gram ounting to 200,000 is too strit, or the fat that we treat the textsimply as a sequene of bytes instead of Chinese haraters. Namely, the haraters are2-byte long, so 75% n-grams that we ount may not be very useful beause they inludehalf-haraters (i.e., all odd-length n-grams, and half of the even-length n-grams), and theyare not sensible strings in Chinese.



N-gram-based Author Profiles for Authorship Attribution 263Pro�le N-gram sizesize 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1020 0.34 0.34 0.33 0.28 0.31 0.30 0.32 0.28 0.14 0.2950 0.41 0.47 0.56 0.49 0.45 0.38 0.33 0.32 0.32 0.34100 0.44 0.61 0.48 0.57 0.53 0.48 0.46 0.44 0.41 0.39200 0.45 0.71 0.63 0.63 0.69 0.67 0.66 0.61 0.47 0.44500 0.45 0.78 0.74 0.82 0.75 0.74 0.67 0.65 0.58 0.601000 0.45 0.82 0.83 0.85 0.80 0.78 0.74 0.74 0.68 0.611500 0.45 0.83 0.85 0.85 0.84 0.82 0.77 0.74 0.68 0.642000 0.45 0.83 0.86 0.88 0.85 0.83 0.78 0.75 0.71 0.673000 0.45 0.78 0.87 0.88 0.88 0.84 0.81 0.76 0.74 0.704000 0.45 0.73 0.85 0.88 0.89 0.87 0.83 0.78 0.76 0.735000 0.45 0.60 0.86 0.89 0.89 0.87 0.84 0.79 0.76 0.73Table 8. Auray for Chinese5. CONCLUSIONWe have presented a new method to automated authorship attribution based on byte n-gram pro�les. We have demonstrated our approah on three di�erent languages and obtaineda state of the art performane. In experiment on the Greek data sets, the results wereuniformly better than previously reported. The approah relies on author pro�les of restritedsize and very simple algorithm. REFERENCES[Aizawa2001℄ A. Aizawa. 2001. Linguisti tehniques to improve the performane of automati textategorization. In Proeedings 6th NLP Pa. Rim Symp. NLPRS-01.[Bennett1976℄ William Ralph Bennett. 1976. Sienti� and engineering problem-solving with theomputer. Prentie-Hall, In., Englewood Cli�s, New Jersey.[C. Apt�e and Weiss1994℄ F. Damerau C. Apt�e and S. Weiss. 1994. Toward language independentautomated learning of text ategorization models. In Proeedings SIGIR-94.[Cavnar and Trenkle1994℄ W. Cavnar and J. Trenkle. 1994. N-gram-based text ategorization. InProeedings SDAIR-94.[E. Stamatatos and Kokkinakis1999℄ N. Fakotakis E. Stamatatos and G. Kokkinakis. 1999. Auto-mati authorship attribution. In Proeedings EACL-99.[E. Stamatatos and Kokkinakis2000℄ N. Fakotakis E. Stamatatos and G. Kokkinakis. 2000. Auto-mati text ategorization in terms of genre and author. Computational Linguistis, 26(4):471{495.[Ephratt1997℄ M. Ephratt. 1997. Authorship attribution - the ase of lexial innovations. In Pro.ACH-ALLC-97.[Finn and Kushmerik2003℄ Aidan Finn and Niholas Kushmerik. 2003. Learning to lassify do-uments aording to genre. In IJCAI-03 Workshop on Computational Approahes to StyleAnalysis and Synthesis.[Fuhun et al.2003℄ Peng Fuhun, Dale Shuurmans, Vlado Ke�selj, and Shaojun Wang. 2003. Auto-mated authorship attribution with harater level language models. In Proeedings of the 10th
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